
munevo DRIVE
INNOVATIVE WHEELCHAIR CONTROL

VIA SMARTGLASS



Many people worldwide depend on an 
electric wheelchair.  In addition, a large 
number of them are not able to control 
their wheelchair with their own hands. 

munevo DRIVE is a Smartglass 
application that detects head 
movements with the help of Smartglass 
and translates them into steering 
signals. These signals are sent via 
Bluetooth wirelessly to the munevo 
adapter and from there to the control 
unit of the wheelchair. This enables 
hands-free control of the wheelchair by 
munevo DRIVE.

munevo DRIVE

„An optimal solution so that I can operate the wheelchair 
myself despite my handicap.“



Functions Planned

emergency message

seat adjustment

drive take pictures

share pictures

Navigation Smartphone

Smart-Home Computer

Robot

„The menu navigation is incredibly clear and
very easy to learn.“



Unlike chin or occipital controls, the ability to control 
the wheelchair does not depend on the user‘s 
position in the wheelchair. The user can compensate 
for changes in the sitting position or the range of 
movement by calibrating the app.

In the future, Bluetooth technology will make it 
possible to control a large number of other products 
wirelessly. For example, the user will be able to control 
his smart home or a robot arm via the munevo App; 
for a larger radius of action and more independence 
in everyday life.

Advantages - why munevo DRIVE?

Due to its attractive design, the Smartglass controller 
is less stigmatizing than conventional solutions. The 
lightweight eyewear is comfortable to wear and very 
convenient for daily use.

Comfortable and 
modern

Adaption

Connectivity 
and more 
features

Indoor and
Outdoor

The Smartglass and the munevo adapter are 
waterproof according to IPX4 or IP65. Thus the 
system can be used both indoors and outdoors.

By integrating Bluetooth security, the system is 
protected against external access.Safe

GDPR
conformity

All user data is processed by munevo according to 
GDPR. Data is only recorded to improve the product 
or service. 

GDPR



Productdetails

Touchpad
Camera

Display

Status 
LED

D-Sub 9 
Socket

Smartglass with frame:
- Google Glass Enterprise Edition
- Weight: 41 g (incl. frame)
- munevo DRIVE application pre-installed

munevo DRIVE adapter:
- Receiver of driving signals (via Bluetooth)
- Interface to wheelchair input module  
 (Omni)

„The moment I can no longer move my hands, munevo 
DRIVE is something that can make life worth living 
again.“
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